Increasing demand for understanding the vast heterogeneity of cellular phenotypes has driven the development of 11 imaging flow cytometry (IFC), that combines features of flow cytometry with fluorescence and bright field microscopy. IFC 12 combines the throughput and statistical advantage of flow cytometry with the ability to discretely measure events based 13 on a real or computational image, as well as conventional flow cytometry metrics. A limitation of existing IFC systems is 14 that, regardless of detection methodology, only two-dimensional (2D) cell images are obtained. Without tomographic 15 three-dimensional (3D) resolution the projection problem remains: collapsing 3D information onto a 2D image, limiting 16 the reliability of spot counting or co-localization crucial to cell phenotyping. Here we present a solution to the projection 17 problem: three-dimensional imaging flow cytometry (3D-IFC), a high-throughput 3D cell imager based on optical 18 sectioning microscopy. We combine orthogonal light-sheet scanning illumination with our previous spatiotemporal 19 transformation detection to produce 3D cell image reconstruction from a cameraless single-pixel photodetector readout. 20 We further demonstrate this capability by co-capturing 3D fluorescence and label-free side-scattering images of single 21 cells in flow at a velocity of 0.2 m s -1 , corresponding to a throughput of approximately 500 cells per second with 60,000 22 voxels (resized subsequently to 10 6 voxels) for each cell image at a resolution of less than 1 micron in X, Y, and Z dimensions. 23
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Improved high-throughput imaging tools are needed to phenotype-genotype recognized heterogeneity in the fields of 24 immunology, oncology, cell-and gene-therapy, and drug discovery. 25
26

TEXT 27
A central challenge of biology is to correlate the phenotype of heterogeneous individuals in a population to their genotype 28 in order to understand the extent to which they conform to the observed population behavior or stand out as exceptions 29 that drive disease or the ability to become threats to health 1234 . While optical microscopy is a cornerstone method to study 30 the morphology and molecular composition of biological specimens, flow cytometry is a gold standard for quantitative 31 high-throughput single-cell characterization in numerous biomedical applications 56 . Recognizing the need to merge these 32 two powerful platforms, several groups have proposed techniques for imaging flow cytometry (IFC) 7 . IFC simultaneously 33 produces ensemble-averaged measurements and high-content spatial metrics from individual cells in a large population 34 of cells, without perturbation due to experiment condition change. An important limitation of existing IFC systems is that, 35 regardless of the optical detection method and computation algorithm is used, only 2D cell images can be obtained 8910 . 36 The absence of 3D tomography results in occlusion of objects, blurring by focal depth, loss of z-axis spatial resolution, and 37 artifacts due to projection of a 3D cell into a 2D image. For example, with 2D microscopic imaging, if a fluorescent probe 38 is observed at the center of a cell, its location (e.g. membrane, cytosol, nucleus) is ambiguous. For a range of applications, 39 such as internalization measurements, probe co-localization, and spot counting, relative to 2D imaging that is dependent 40 on the cellular orientation to the imaging plane, 3D images provide more complete and accurate phenotyping of cell and 1 organelle morphology, as well as nucleic acid and protein localization to support biological insights 11 . Unfortunately, rapid 2 and continuous 3D image acquisition for single cells in flow has not been available. 3
Here we present high-throughput three-dimensional imaging flow cytometry (3D-IFC) based on optical sectioning 4 microscopy 12 . This combination of light-sheet scanning illumination technique and spatial-temporal transformation  5  detection technique enables fluorescent and label-free 3D cell image reconstruction from single-element photodetector  6 readout without a camera 1314 . Building upon the speed and sensitivity benefits of photomultiplier tube (PMT), the 3D-IFC 7 uses multiple scanning techniques to add spatial information in a fairly conventional flow cytometry architecture. 3D 8 imaging is achieved by laser scanning across the first (z-) axis, the cell translating by flow across the second (y-) axis, and 9 the use of multiple pinholes arranged along the third (x-) axis to produce fluorescent and label-free information from 10 60,000 voxels per cell. By precisely mapping time to space, photodetector readout at one timepoint corresponds to one 11 voxel in a 3D space. Here we demonstrate 3D-IFC of fluorescence and 90-degree label-free side-scattering (SSC) imaging 12 of single cells in flow at a velocity of 0.2 m s -1 , corresponding to a throughput of approximately 500 cells per second. 13
A schematic of the 3D-IFC system is shown in Figure 1a . In the 3D-IFC system, suspended cells form 2D hydrodynamically 14 focused single file in a quartz flow cell with a square cross section (Extended Data Figure 1a In Figure 2 , HEK293 cells were stained with an intracellular carboxyfluorescein dye (CFSE) and bound with a random 4 number of 1 µm fluorescent carboxylate-modified polystyrene beads. Figure 2b shows that while 2D bead images 5 overlapped, the 3D-IFC resolved the exact number of particles from the reconstructed 3D images, which is crucial for 6 localizing and co-localizing features 1617 . In a flow system, cells and their internal structures are orientated at random, as a 7 result 2D images may be from an unfavorable viewing perspective. Multiple perspectives can be achieved via 3D-IFC cell 8 tomography to provide improved relative position relationships and spot counting results, which favors both machine 9 vision and human visualization. Using the side-scatter dark-field imaging mode, the 3D-IFC generates a 3D spatial 10 distribution of scattered light. It is known that refractive index variations will scatter light when the object is illuminated 11 by visible light, and the size and refractive index distributions of the scattering regions determine the distributions of the 12 scattered light. The 3D SSC images represent the spatial distribution of those refractive index (n) variations among the 13 fluid (PBS, n~1.335), the cells (n~1.3-1.6) and the polystyrene beads (n~1.6) 1819 . As shown in Figure 2c 
immunolabeling, foci reflect DNA damage and ability for DNA repair 21 . 2D imaging techniques and manual quantification 3 are used today, but counting foci from 2D images is labor intensive and unreliable due to perspective dependence 22 . To 4 evaluate foci counting of the 3D-IFC system, we imaged immunolabeled γH2AX foci in CMK3 cells (a glioblastoma 5 multiforme cell line) after 6 Gy of gamma-irradiation. Representative cell images are shown in Figure 3 . The data show 6 that the number of γH2AX foci is unrelated to the fluorescence intensity, thus intensity-based measurements with 7 conventional flow cytometry metrics poorly reflects DNA damage. In contrast, the 3D-IFC system enabled accurate and 8 rapid analysis of the number of γH2AX-positive foci. 9 10 Peripheral blood leukocyte morphology is important clinical diagnostic and prognostic measure for acute and longitudinal 21 evaluations 23 . Figure 4a shows representative 3D-IFC imaging of leukocytes in three imaging modes (Extended Data Figure  22 2): 2D transmission image (a 3D-IFC parameter, not discussed) and 3D fluorescence and side-scattering images. The 1 leukocyte SSC signal not only indicates nuclear granularity but also provides cell volumetry obtained from low intensity 2 (low refractive index) SSC imaging. Here two or more intensity bands of 3D SSC signal can be used to generate two or more 3 images that reflect their corresponding refractive indices, such as the cytosol and nucleus, whereas conventional flow SSC 4 intensity signal is dominated by contributions of the nucleus. As shown in Figure 4b -c, we can use 3D SSC image to produce 5 cell volume that matches the transmission and fluorescence results. The design has the flexibility to directly increase the spatial resolution, field of view and 3D image capture rate through 20 the change of spatial filter and the use of higher flow rate. Its information-rich 3D dark-field (side-scattering) image 21 detection, coupled with 2D transmission image, offers possibilities for label-free assays. 
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METHODS 1
Microfluidic System 2
The microfluidic system (Extended Data Figure 1a controlled to be 100:1 to ensure particles flowing at a high speed and within the optical field of view. 10
3D Image Detection and Construction 11
The optical system is arranged in a light sheet fluorescence microscopy configuration (Figure 1a) , which only illuminates a 12 specimen in a single plane at a time whilst the signal is detected in a perpendicular (z-) direction. An acousto-optic 13 deflector (AOD) is producing the high-speed, 200 kHz in this implementation, scanning in z-direction. A single-pixel 14 photodetector detects fluorescence or scattering light passed the spatial filter in each channel, and an image is 15 reconstructed from the time-domain output. The pinholes on the spatial filter is arranged vertically. The flow (y-) direction 16 is tilted to create an angle (Fig. 1b) , which is determined by the field of view in x-direction 2 , the field of view in y-17 direction 3 and number of pinholes , = tan #" ( 2 /( • 3 )). Also, because the z-direction illumination light-sheet 18 scans over a range that is larger than the cell size, and at a speed that is much higher, typically more than 20 times higher 19 than the cell travelling speed in y-direction, when cell passing one pinhole, the light intensity of one yz-plane image slice 20 is recorded; when cell passing the next pinhole, another yz-plane image stack is acquired. Combining the scanning light-21 sheet, the cell's flow motion, and the spatial filter, the detector only detects the fluorescence of an individual voxel in the 22 cell at a time, which allows one-to-one time to space mapping. The concept can be mathematically formulated in the 23 following equations. The measured PMT signal can be expressed as 24
, where ( , , ) is the 3D cell fluorescence or scattering light intensity profile, , is the light-sheet illumination, 27
, is the characteristic function of the spatial filter, B is the cell flowing speed, is the magnification factor of the 28 detection system. 29
The acoustic frequency sent to the acoustic transducer in the AOD is varied to deflect the beam to create illumination at 30 different z-position. The tuning voltage that produce continuous change of acoustic frequency can be generated by various 31 types of waveforms, such as sinusoidal, triangle, etc. For the most laser power efficient, the tuning voltage is set to be 32 changing in a sawtooth manner, so the position of the light sheet in z-direction L can be described as 33
, where is the light-sheet illumination scanning period, Q is the scanning speed in z-direction. 35
By using the cylindrical lens, the laser is diverged to form a light-sheet with a height in y-direction of 200-400 µm. The 36 scanning light-sheet illumination , can be described as Gaussian beam: 37
With oversampling PMT signal readouts, the spatial resolution in z-direction is diffraction limited. The Gaussian beam 1 waist is measured 0.73 µm and is approximated as a delta function for simpler calculation: 2 
6
, where = 1,2, … , is the number of pinholes on the spatial filter. The size of the pinhole, together with the NA of 7 detection objective lens, the cell flowing speed, and signal sampling rate determine the spatial resolution in x-and y-8 directions. The spatial filters are fabricated using electron beam lithography and the blackout area is made of chromium 9 with a thickness of 250 nm. 10 With the approximations above, when _d" − _ >
, and cell projection is overlapped with -th pinhole, 11
Presuming cell is within the depth of field, and the system PSF at multiple is not considered. The light intensity signal 14 detected by PMT (Hamamatsu) is first amplified by an amplifier (Hamamatsu) with a bandwidth from DC to 150 MHz, and 15 then digitized by a digitizer (ADVANTECH) with a maximum sampling rate of 125 MS/s per channel. 16
Consequently, this approach maps the 3D cell image into the time-domain light intensity on a one-to-one basis. The 3D 17 image construction algorithm is realized in MATLAB according to the equation above. Due to slight variance in flowing 18 speed B of cells, the original size of the 3D image of each cell can be slightly different. The original 3D image is then resized 19 to 100 x 100 x 100 pixels. 3D image batch processing is performed in ImageJ. 20
TESTED SAMPLE DETAILS 21
Cell with Fluorescent Beads 22
The human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK-293) cells were cultured with complete culture media (DMEM, 10% Fetal Bovine 23 Serum, 1% Penicillin Streptomycin) to 90% confluency in 10 cm petri dish. After 100X dilution of the 1.0 μm fluorescent 24 beads (Ex/Em: 488/645 nm, T8883, ThermoFisher) from the stock solution (2% solids), 100 μL of the diluted solution was 25 mixed with 10 mL fresh cell culturing media and added to cell culturing plate. After continuous culturing for 10 hours, the 26 HEK-293 cells were harvested and stained with CellTrace CFSE cell proliferation kit (Ex/Em: 492/517 nm, C34554, 27 ThermoFisher) at a working concentration of 20 μM. After the staining process, cells were fixed by 4 % paraformaldehyde, 28 washed and resuspended in 1X phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Before every imaging experiment, the cell suspension 29 was diluted in PBS to a concentration of 1000 cells/μL. 30
CFSE Staining 31
The HEK-293 cells were first cultured with complete culture media to 98% confluency in 10 cm petri dish, and then were 32 harvested and resuspended to a concentration of 1x10 6 cells/mL in 1X PBS. The CFSE Cell Proliferation Kit (Ex/Em 33 492/517nm, C34554, Thermo Fisher) were added to the cell suspension at a working concentration of 20 μM. After 34 incubating the cells at 37℃ for 30 minutes, fresh culture media (DMEM) were used to quench the staining process and
